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Abstract

Several studies have been conducted to address the learning of a nonnative speech contrast in adulthood, using native speakers of

Japanese and the English /r/– /l/ contrast. Japanese adults were asked to identify contrasting /r/– /l/ stimuli (e.g., ‘‘rock– lock’’). An adaptive

training regime starting with initially easy stimuli was contrasted with a fixed training regime using difficult stimuli, with some subjects

receiving feedback on the correctness of their responses and others receiving no feedback in both conditions. After three and six sessions of

training, subjects received tests assessing identification and discrimination of /r/– /l/ stimuli as well as generalization. In all cases except fixed

training without feedback, subjects showed clear evidence of learning, and several indicators suggested that training affects speech

perception, rather than simply auditory processes. Neuroimaging studies currently underway are examining the neural basis of these findings.
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1. Introduction

One of the mainstays of support for the notion of a

critical period in language learning is the finding that people

often have great difficulty acquiring aspects of a foreign

language to which they are first exposed in adulthood. A

well-known case in point is the difficulty Japanese adults

have acquiring the distinction between English /r/ and /l/.

Not only do Japanese adults have difficulty saying /r/ and /l/

correctly; they also have great difficulty perceiving the

difference, and this difficulty can persist despite many years

of exposure to English [1].

We and several collaborators have been interested in

understanding whether this difficulty might be overcome by

specialized training methods and what aspects of such

methods are most effective. We have also been interested

in determining whether any learning actually reflects

changes in perception of the sounds as speech sounds and

whether the learning affects the same neural structures that

are ordinarily used in speech perception. Here, we consider

these three issues in turn.

2. Methods for teaching nonnative speech

discriminations

A key idea that motivated the initial stages of our work

was the idea that the difficulties adults may have in learning

new speech contrasts in adulthood might reflect an undesir-

able characteristic of Hebbian synaptic modification [2].

Hebb’s well-known postulate states that when one neuron

participates in firing another, the strength of the connection

from the first to the second will be increased [3]. Consider

the implications of this in a situation where a stimulus

producing a given pattern of activity in sensory input

neurons elicits a particular percept in neurons further down-

stream. The strengths of the connections from the sensory

input neurons to the activated downstream neurons (and

perhaps also connections among the activated downstream
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neurons) should thereby be increased. This would be

expected to strengthen the tendency for a given input to

elicit the same resulting percept on a later occasion. Thus,

we conjectured, extensive experience in Japanese, where the

range of sounds we treat as /r/ and /l/ are all mapped to the

same (apparently /l/-like) percept, might lead to a situation

where both /r/ or /l/ inputs would elicit the same percept.

Once this was established, further presentations might elicit

Hebbian learning, but this would simply strengthen the

tendency of each sound to elicit the same percept, which

would be counterproductive to discrimination.

With this hypothesis as background, there were two

predictions. The first prediction was that learning might

still be possible in adulthood if we used sounds that so

strongly exaggerated the contrast between /r/ and /l/ that our

subjects would actually hear them as distinct. The second

prediction was that feedback would not be necessary to

induce learning and might even be irrelevant. Here, we

review a published behavioral study by our group that tested

these predictions [4].

Native speakers of Japanese living in the United States

were recruited for participation in a speech discrimination

learning experiment. The participants were trained in four

different regimes that differed in whether initially exagger-

ated stimuli were used and whether feedback was given.

Half of the subjects in each regime were trained to discrim-

inate the minimal pair ‘‘rock’’ vs. ‘‘lock’’, and the other half

were trained on ‘‘road’’ vs. ‘‘load’’. The stimuli used were

derived from natural spoken examples of the stimuli in

question, produced by a male speaker. These examples were

used to synthesize two continua of sounds, both interpol-

ating between the natural examples and extrapolating by

exaggerating the differences (See Fig. 1). All subjects used

in the study performed below 70% correct in discriminating

the fixed training stimuli, which were examples of /r/ and /l/

that native English speakers reliably discriminate. Stimuli

were presented one at a time over headphones, and subjects

were instructed to indicate whether they thought the stimu-

lus began with /r/ or /l/ by pressing corresponding response

keys. There were three training sessions, each lasting about

20 min, consisting of 480 training trials plus 50 interleaved

probe trials using the fixed training stimuli.

In the crucial adaptive/no feedback regime, subjects

initially received training stimuli that exaggerated those

properties of the stimuli distinguishing /r/ and /l/. Further-

more, if the subject responded incorrectly to a particular

stimulus, the task was made easier by exaggerating the

difference one step further, alternating whether the /r/ or the

/l/ was further exaggerated until the end of the continuum

was reached. If the subject made eight correct responses in

succession, the task was made one step harder, also altern-

ating so that the stimuli remained roughly equidistant from

Fig. 1. Mean categorization functions of 12 native English speakers for synthesized speech stimuli from each of the two continua used in the experiments. The

X-axis represents the position on the stimulus in relation to the anchor stimuli, which are resynthesized versions of naturally spoken stimuli without

exaggeration or interpolation. Percentages of trials eliciting R responses are plotted on the Y-axis for each stimulus. Large empty circles represent the anchor

stimuli resynthesized from the recorded base stimuli. Data points between the anchor stimuli are responses to stimuli interpolated between these anchors, and

data points in the peripheral regions represent responses to extrapolated speech stimuli. Stimuli used for the fixed training condition are indicated with large

filled circles. Triangles point to the positions of the initial stimuli used in the adaptive training condition. Reprinted from Fig. 1, p. 92 in Ref. [4].
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the /r/– /l/ boundary for native English speakers. In this

condition, there was simply a slight delay between stimuli,

and subjects received no feedback on the accuracy of their

responses. Conditions were the same in the fixed/no feed-

back regime, except that two fixed training stimuli were

used on all trials, so that subjects received stimuli they could

not initially discriminate throughout the training period. The

two remaining conditions, adaptive/with feedback and

fixed/with feedback, were identical to the corresponding

no-feedback conditions, except that a row of green check

marks or red � ’s was shown to signal correct or incorrect

responses, immediately following the subject’s response.

Fig. 2. Mean categorization functions (with standard error bars) for four groups of Japanese subjects (n= 8) before and after three 20-min training sessions in

the four training conditions of the experiment. Pre- and post-test results are shown on the continuum used in training and on the other continuum used to assess

transfer. Adapted from Fig. 2, p. 95, and Fig. 6, p. 99, in Ref. [4].
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In accordance with predictions from the Hebbian ac-

count, adaptive training without feedback resulted in robust

learning, whereas fixed training without feedback resulted

in a failure to learn. Extensive exposure to stimuli that the

subjects could not initially discriminate thus produced little

or no benefit, but exposure to stimuli that were exaggerated

so that the subjects could perceive them as distinct led to

fairly rapid and robust learning. The main measure of

learning (Fig. 2) is based on identification of stimuli ranging

between the spoken examples of /r/ and /l/. Before training,

identification functions were fairly flat, showing little dif-

ferentiation of the stimuli. After 3 days of adaptive training

without feedback, however, all subjects showed improved

identification, and the group average curve showed the S-

shape characteristic of normal function, albeit with a slightly

shallower slope and some errors in the tails. There was a

slight change from the pre- to the post-test in the fixed, no-

feedback condition, but a similar change was seen in a

control group that received no training. The control results

suggest that the pretest (which contained some exaggerated

stimuli) may have produced a slight benefit, but that fixed

training without feedback had no additional effect.

While results from the no-feedback conditions matched

the predictions of the Hebbian account, results from the

conditions where feedback was used indicated that, in fact,

feedback made quite a bit of difference. Specifically, sub-

jects in both the adaptive and the fixed training regimes

showed very good learning when feedback was used.

Apparently, Hebb’s postulate is not sufficient in and of

itself to account for the conditions under which learning

occurs; rather, it is clear that feedback can have a substantial

effect on the outcome of learning.

3. What did the Japanese adults learn?

Given our training regime, it is possible that the subjects

did not really treat the stimuli we used as speech, but instead

simply treated them as auditory stimuli with particular

distinguishing acoustic properties. To address this issue,

we considered two measures not yet discussed. First, we

considered whether the training resulted in the formation of

new perceptual categories characteristic of speech, as evi-

denced by the presence of a discrimination peak at the point

where their identification functions indicated a crossover

from /r/ to /l/ percepts. This part of the investigation is based

on an extensive scientific literature that interprets the

presence of a discrimination peak at the category boundary

as indicating that perception is categorical in nature. The

idea is that stimuli in the same category are perceived as the

same, but those in different categories are perceived as

different, so that discrimination of stimuli in the same

category will be poor, but discrimination of stimuli in two

different categories will be much better. The data from a

discrimination test conducted after training (Fig. 3) indi-

cated that in those conditions where training was effective, a

Fig. 3. Effects of training on discrimination of the /r/ – /l/ contrast in the four training conditions used in the experiments. All data come from performance on

the continuum used in training, based on discrimination performance for stimuli separated by 0.3 units, plotted as a function of the position of their midpoint on

the continuum between the two anchor stimuli. The panels contrast performance after training in the indicated condition with performance by control subjects

on the post-test. Adapted from Fig. 5, p. 98, and Fig. 7, p. 100, in Ref. [4].
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peak in discrimination performance did indeed appear after

training.

Second, we considered whether the training generalized

from the continuum on which the subjects were trained. The

phonetic category of /r/ vs. /l/ is of course not restricted to a

specific pair of stimuli such as ‘‘rock’’ vs. ‘‘lock’’ or ‘‘road’’

vs. ‘‘load’’ but extends widely to other cases. Our test for

generalization consisted of testing the subjects trained with

‘‘rock–lock’’ on the stimuli from the ‘‘road–load’’ condition,

and vice versa. Although this is a fairly limited generalization

test and does not tap generalization to new speakers, new

positions within a word, or even to many of the possible

vowel contexts, we found that those conditions that led to

robust learning also resulted in good generalization. These

findings suggest that what is learned is at least not hyper-

specific and are consistent with the idea that success in

learning even with a single pair of stimuli can lead to the

acquisition of a speech-like category discrimination.

Taking all the data considered here together, it is apparent

that the conditions in which feedback was used resulted in

the clearest evidence of the formation of a new speech

discrimination. In these conditions, identification functions

on the trained contrast became very sharp, learning gener-

alized robustly and there was clear evidence of an acquired

discrimination peak at the category boundary. With adaptive

training without feedback, the effects were generally

weaker, and there was no clear evidence of generalization.

However, a subset of the subjects received three further

sessions of training and at the end of that time all three

effects were clearly evident.

In summary, we have found that it is possible to train

Japanese adults to distinguish speech sounds with which they

initially have great difficulty. Furthermore, we have found

that the training produces several findings indicative of a real

change in perception of the sounds as speech, rather than

simply in a change in auditory perception. Regarding what it

takes to produce these effects, we have found that the

Hebbian model provides only an incomplete account, since

feedback does affect the outcome of learning.

4. Insights and contributions from neuroimaging

Our behavioral work has provided a springboard for

neuroimaging studies focused on the neural basis of speech

perception, plasticity and the effects of feedback on learn-

ing. Our goal is to identify the brain regions that support the

perception of phonemes and that may exhibit plasticity as a

result of training. We began with a pilot study in native

English speakers and are now in the process of investigating

the neural changes associated with our adaptive training

regime in Japanese speakers. The work tests the hypothesis

that, following training, Japanese subjects are able to

discriminate between /r/ and /l/ because of reorganization

within the same perceptual system that supports the dis-

crimination of other preexisting phonetic contrasts.

Prior to training, most Japanese subjects cannot reliably

discriminate between /r/ and /l/. This posed a problem

because we were interested in imaging subjects before and

after training, and we wanted to probe the organization of

the system without the confound of asking subjects to

perform a task on which they may try but routinely fail.

As a solution, we turned to the scientific literature on

electrical-evoked response literatures, in which the neural

organization of speech perception has been investigated

extensively using habituation, or ‘‘oddball’’, paradigms

[5]. For the typical oddball paradigm, a subject hears a

particular stimulus over and over again, and over a period of

seconds, the neural response to the stimulus diminishes, or

habituates. The repeating (or standard) stimulus is interrup-

ted intermittently by a different, or oddball, stimulus. In

some cases, subjects are asked to detect the oddballs (e.g.,

by pressing a key whenever they perceive an oddball), but in

other cases, subjects simply listen to the stimuli or perform a

completely unrelated task. In both cases, changes in neural

activity associated with the presentation of an oddball can

be isolated. Thus, we anticipated that an oddball paradigm

could be a very effective way to explore the organization of

the speech perceptual system without requiring subjects to

perform an overt task.

In a pilot study involving native English speakers, we

confirmed that acoustic–phonetic oddballs produce blood-

flow changes that can be reliably detected using functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [6]. We are now

extending this work to native Japanese speakers [7]. The

study is designed to investigate the response to a phonetic

contrast that is native to the Japanese language (/m/ vs. /n/),

and a phonetic contrast that is not native to the Japanese

language (/r/ vs. /l/), before and after training. The pho-

nemes were presented in the context of a word, in which all

of the stimulus after the initial consonant was acoustically

identical across the four stimulus types. Specifically, for

four runs that were 5.5 min in length, /mode/ was presented

once every 250 ms, interrupted every 16–24 s by the

oddball /node/. For another four runs, /road/ was presented

once every 250 ms, interrupted every 16–24 s by the

oddball /load/. Subjects complete this imaging paradigm

before and after 3 days of adaptive training on /r/ vs. /l/

identification without feedback.

Prior to training, robust oddball responses should be

observed to the /node/ oddball in brain regions that support

speech perception at the phonemic level, since /m/ and /n/ are

phonemes in the Japanese language and perceived categor-

ically. In contrast, a minimal response to the /load/ oddball

should be observed in such regions, since the difference

between /road/ and /load/ is not reliably perceived, and thus,

/load/ is not a perceptual oddball for native Japanese speak-

ers. Our preliminary results support this prediction. Several

regions in the left and right superior temporal gyrus showed

a significant response to the /mode/–/node/ pair, but not to

the /road/–/load/ pair. This difference was most significant

in the left anterior superior temporal region. After training,
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the oddball response to /road/–/load/ should increase, since

subjects are now able to categorically perceive the differ-

ence between these tokens. Once again, our preliminary

results support this prediction. Regions that showed a

significant response only to the /mode/–/node/ pair prior

to training now show a significant response to the /road/–

/load/ pair. In fact, in many regions (such as the left anterior

temporal region) the oddball response to the /road/–/load/

pair is now greater than the oddball response to the

/mode/–/node/ pair.

In summary, our imaging approach allowed us to detect

similarities and differences in habituation-related brain

responses to native versus newly learned phonetic contrasts,

in the context of nearly equivalent phoneme identification

performance. This work provides support for the claim that

our training regime produces reorganization within the same

perceptual system that supports the discrimination of other,

preexisting, phonetic contrasts. The study indicates that

functional imaging methods may be particularly well suited

for addressing situations in which performance in some task

(perhaps after training) is similar across two groups or

conditions, but there may be important research questions

about whether this performance reflects the same underlying

processes or alternative, compensatory strategies. Results

from brain imaging studies could help in distinguishing

these possibilities.

Future imaging work will help to further elucidate the

link between changes in behavioral performance and the

underlying cognitive processes and neural systems that

support such plasticity. For instance, behaviorally, we did

not observe significant outcome differences between adapt-

ive and set training with feedback. Functional neuroimaging

could be used to determine whether the underlying neural

changes are similar across these two approaches to training.

On the other hand, behaviorally, we did observe significant

outcome differences between set training with versus with-

out feedback. Such differences are not predicted by a

Hebbian-based account of the learning, and these findings

indicate that feedback may modify Hebbian-based learning

or recruit additional learning systems. Neuroimaging could

be used to identify differences between the brain regions

that participate in learning with versus without feedback,

and this information might in turn be used to guide further

computational modeling efforts.
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